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Abstract
Microsoft HoloLens is a headmounted augmented reality system providing users the
ability to experience three-dimensional virtual content. This could be used in applications
aimed at industry where users could use augmented reality to easily access information
and receive instructions. For this to be suitable for industry, the system must be robust.
One property of robustness was chosen for this thesis: system performance in conditions
of different levels of light. A prototype implementing a use case for future industry was
developed, as well as two additional smaller applications to facilitate experiments. Experiments were performed to investigate how different light levels affects the functionality in
a 3D holographic application running on HoloLens and how the visibility of virtual content was affected in conditions with bright and heterogeneous backgrounds. The results
showed that the functionality of the holographic application was not significantly affected
except in very dark conditions, and that bright and messy backgrounds pose a problem to
hologram visibility.
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Terminology and definitions
Augmented reality (AR) - a view of reality that is augmented with virtual objects, viewed
using a device such as a tablet or a head mounted display.
Field of view (FOV) - in the context of augmented reality it is the area of the world that can
be seen through the AR system, i.e. the part that can be augmented with virtual content.
Head mounted display - a device worn on the head, with displays positioned in front of the
user’s eyes. In combination with a computer it can be used to view reality, virtual reality or
augmented reality.
Hologram - holographic or virtual content, something that is seen through the augmented
reality system that is not a physical entity.
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Introduction

Augmented reality is the concept of creating an experience where virtual elements are integrated in the real world. The virtual content augments the reality around the user. While the
concept of augmented reality - AR for short - is not new, its popularity in both the general
public and the scientific community may never have been higher [1]. A recent example of
an augmented reality system which managed to gain the attention of the general public is
the mobile phone application Pokemon Go [2]. There is extensive research made on how the
use of augmented reality may be applied to many varying areas besides games, such as education [3] and health care [4]. There are different ways of implementing augmented reality,
from apps running on smartphones to advanced systems developed specifically for the use
of AR.
In this thesis a prototype application has been developed for wearable augmented reality
device Microsoft HoloLens that implements a possible scenario of interaction between human
and machine in an industrial context. That application and two smaller applications have
then been used to examine how the performance of the HoloLens system is affected when
used in different light conditions.

1.1

Background

Industry 4.0 is a term for a vision of how manufacturing industry can implement new technologies to reach new levels of efficiency and flexibility [5]. Systems and devices will be
connected to each other and to the Internet in order to communicate and share data between
themselves and with humans. Systems will be smart and automated and require as little human interaction as possible, and by being able to present large quantities of data to humans
in an easily accessible manner, human decisions will be well-grounded and easy. One possibility of how this interaction between human and machine could be facilitated in such a
scenario is to use augmented reality. A hypothetical scenario is a factory where a technician
uses an AR system to be able to get information about a machine presented in his or her field
of view just by looking at the machine, instead of having to interact with the machine via a
conventional computer and screen.

1
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1.2

Motivation

In 2016, Microsoft launched the first edition of the HoloLens wearable computer system [6].
It is a system that permits the creation of applications featuring advanced augmented reality,
using well-known software development platforms and providing extensive documentation
for developers. Due to the promising features of this system, it could be a suitable candidate
for implementing software that meets the criteria of the scenario described above.
One question that can determine how useful augmented reality systems are in real-world
use cases is how they function outside optimal conditions. Because of this, it is of interest how robust applications running on the HoloLens system are with regards to different
environmental properties. A property which is likely to vary is lighting conditions in the surrounding environment. Lighting condition is a factor that is known to affect various aspects
of performance and experience of augmented reality systems. Microsoft states in its documentation of HoloLens that some aspects of the performance of HoloLens can be affected
by dark light conditions, but does not state exactly at what levels of light the problems may
occur [7]. The displays used in HoloLens are based on a technology that may make it hard to
see visual content in an environment with bright light [8].

1.3

Aim and research questions

The aim of the thesis is to answer the following questions:
1. How is the performance of a holographic application running on HoloLens affected by
various light conditions?
2. Can different light conditions have a detrimental effect on user experience of HoloLens
holographic applications?
A small prototype implementing some basic criteria of the scenario for future use was to
be implemented. A set of properties that may be affected by various levels of ambient light
was to be determined by the experiences gained when developing the prototype. Evaluation
of these properties and the effects of various light conditions on user experience was to be
evaluated using the implemented prototype.

1.4

Delimitations

The thesis does not compare the implemented solution to other augmented reality systems
or to any non augmented reality solutions. The experiments are made under different levels
of static light with as little dynamic change in light as possible. Dynamic changes in light are
not part of the evaluation of the experiments.

2

2

Theory

This chapter presents general theory on the technical field of augmented reality, a description
of the Microsoft HoloLens system and a short overview of some of the known effects of light
on the performance of augmented reality systems.

2.1

Augmented reality

Augmented reality is the concept of creating an experience where virtual elements are added
to the real world around the user. A commonly accepted definition of the term augmented
reality is that an augmented reality system must implement the following three conditions
[8], [9]:
1. It combines real and virtual elements
2. It is interactive in real time
3. It is registered in three dimensions
To fulfill the first condition the system typically has a display that can show both real
and virtual elements. The second condition is fulfilled by the system having a computer that
handles input and output in real time. The last condition is fulfilled by the system having
tracking ability. The tracking ability is used to track the view and position of the AR system
in the real world. This must be known for the system to be able to determine where and how
to present virtual elements over the user’s view of the real world [8]. Different technologies
for displays and tracking are presented in later sections of this chapter.
A concept that is related to augmented reality is virtual reality. The difference between
the two concepts is that in virtual reality the virtual environment completely replaces the real
environment, whereas augmented reality presents a combination of real and virtual elements
[8].
There are several fields where research is made exploring if and how augmented reality
can be applied. Examples are for AR to be used in education [3], in experiencing art and
culture [10], in the medical field [11], and in training and maintenance in industry [12].
As implied by the broad definition of an augmented reality system stated above, the implementation of AR systems can vary greatly. There are frameworks that permit the development of augmented reality applications that can be run on smartphones. There are several
3
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examples of head mounted devices specifically developed for AR and virtual reality. Augmented reality that can be experienced by a crowd simultaneously can be implemented by
using external projectors that display virtual content by projecting it on real life objects.

2.1.1

Display types

A display used in an AR system must be able to show a combination of virtual and real
elements. The technologies for achieving this can be divided into four categories: videobased, optical see-through, eye-multiplexed and projection on a physical surface [8].
For video-based displays and optical see-through the virtual content is superimposed on
the view of the real environment, presenting a complete view where the virtual content is
seemingly positioned in the real world. Video-based displays work as the display on a cell
phone or on a TV. The real environment is filmed with one or several cameras, virtual content
is added to the image of the real world and the combined image is presented as pixels on the
display. Optical see-through differs from video-based displays in that only the virtual content
has to be shown on the display. The real environment is seen through the transparent display
just like looking at the world through a window or a pair of ordinary glasses.
Eye-multiplexed displays do not superimpose the virtual content on the view of the real
world. The virtual content is presented such that the user must mentally add it the real
environment. That virtual content can be presented in a smaller display that only covers part
of a user’s field of view.
Projection on a physical surface is where film projectors are used to project virtual content
on real objects. An example of this can be to use several projectors to project different designs
onto a physical model of a car.

2.1.2

Display configurations

There are several variations on where the display is positioned between the user’s eyes and
the world [8]. For a head-attached or head-mounted display (HMD) the display is positioned
near the user’s eyes similar to goggles or a pair of glasses. Hand-held or body-attached
displays are held by the user, for example in the form of a smart phone or tablet.
A spatial display is more or less fixed in position, for example in the form of a semitransparent mirror in front of the background in which the virtual content will be positioned.
This configuration can be used to give many users access to the augmented reality view simultaneously.
As mentioned above, another form of spatial display configuration is where the virtual
content is projected onto a real object, which means that the display is the real object itself.

2.1.3

Tracking technologies

To provide an experience where the user perceives that virtual objects exist in and interact
with the real environment when seen through the AR system, the AR system must continuously determine where on the display the virtual content should be positioned.
The task of the tracking system is to determine the position and orientation, also known
as the pose, of the AR system’s view in relation to specific markers or natural properties [8],
[13]. By tracking changes in the pose, the system can recalculate how to correctly display the
virtual element as the user view moves. The tracking system must register how the user’s
view moves in three dimensions, left/right, closer to/farther away, and up/down. It must
also register rotation in these three dimensions, i.e. the pitch, yaw and roll.
An example is a hologram of an apple that is intended to be shown in the AR view as
if it is placed on a real table. As the user is moving towards the table with the apple, using
a device with an AR display, the image of the virtual apple must be rendered increasingly
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larger in the AR view. If the users walks around the table watching the apple hologram, the
image of the apple must rotate with the user’s changing view.
Vision-based tracking
Systems using vision based tracking use optical sensors for capturing data needed to determine the user’s pose. Optical sensors can be divided into three categories, sensors that
register infrared light, sensors that registers visible light, and 3D structure sensors [8].
Infrared sensors detect light in the infrared spectrum. The targets for the infrared sensors
can be either passive or active. An active target emits its own infrared radiation. The passive
target reflects back infrared radiation that is emitted by a source of infrared light, typically
positioned near the camera.
Visible light sensors detect, as the name suggests, visible light. Two techniques using
visible light sensors are fiducial tracking and natural feature tracking. Fiducial tracking is
based on detecting fiducials, also known as markers, defined by Billinghurst et al. [8] as
artificial landmarks that are added to the landscape to aid in registration and tracking. The
fiducials can consist of a specific pattern printed on paper or formed by LEDs of different
colors. Fiducial tracking is relatively simple and dependable since fiducials can be created
to have a limited set of possible designs and to be easily discerned from naturally occurring
features, which makes the image processing relatively simple. The downside is that it is not
practical in all situations to add these markers to the environment. Natural feature tracking
avoids the issue of having to add markers to the environment by using image processing
to detect features of the existing environments to determine the position and orientation of
the user’s view. The downside is that the image processing is more complicated than for
detection of fiducial markers.
3D-structure sensors can register information about three-dimensional objects by detecting depth information about the surrounding environment. Two techniques for detecting
depth are structured light [14] and time-of-flight [15]. Structured light is used for example
in the KinectFusion system [16]. The technique uses two cameras and at least one projector
that projects a structured light pattern onto a physical scene. The two cameras then uses the
structured light to find the pixel pairs between the two images, and that is used to calculate
the depth map of that scene. Systems that uses time-of-flight sensors send out a light signal
and detects how the returning signal has changed for a given set of points, which is then used
to calculate the depth information of the scene.
Inertial tracking
Inertial tracking is done through a combination of sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes, commonly known as an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) [8], [13]. These sensors can
together determine the objects specific force and angular rate. Advantages of inertial tracking include not having range limitations, not being affected by competing optical, magnetic or
other sources, as well as being able to operate where there is no line-of-sight. Disadvantages
include accumulation of errors in position and orientation over time .
GPS-tracking
This tracking technology uses the GPS satellite network to determine the position of the AR
system. Since the technology uses satellites, the positioning is most reliable outdoors [8].
Magnetic tracking
Magnetic tracking uses some source that emits a magnetic field and a sensor that can detect
various properties of the detected magnetic field to determine the sensors position in relation
to the transmitter. The tracking accuracy is affected by nearby objects emitting magnetic
5
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fields, such as electronic devices, and there is a strong limitation on the distance possible
between the sensor and emitter [8].
Hybrid tracking
As the name suggests, systems that uses hybrid tracking combine sensors from different
tracking techniques. This is typically a combination of vision-based tracking and for example
inertial tracking or GPS tracking. It is a way of gaining the advantages of different tracking
techniques while reducing the disadvantages, such as being able to correct the errors for the
inertial tracker accumulated over time by using information from the vision based tracker [8].

2.2

Microsoft HoloLens

Figure 2.1: Microsoft HoloLens[17]
Microsoft HoloLens is in Microsoft’s own words an untethered holographic computer
[18]. HoloLens is a head-mounted augmented reality system, as shown in fig 2.1, that does
not need an external computer, instead the computational power used is built into the device.
It runs a version of Windows 10 as operating system. Applications developed for the Universal Windows Platform (UWP) can be run on the system, but cannot use holographic content.
Microsoft provides an API for developing holographic applications in the game engine Unity
[19].

2.2.1

Hardware

HoloLens has optical see-through lenses (see fig 2.2a). It has a number of sensors to obtain
tracking information and information about the surrounding environment (see table 2.1 and
fig 2.2b). What Microsoft calls environment understanding cameras are visible light cameras
located to the right and left of the center camera, which are used to determine the fixed position of the user in space [20]. The depth camera emits infra-red light and uses time-of-flight
sensors to gather depth information for the environment [21].
The device has built-in speakers and an audio jack for headphones. The only buttons
on the device are the power button, and three buttons used to, among other things, adjust
brightness and volume and take screenshots. It can communicate through Wifi, Bluetooth or
MicroUSB cable.
It is possible to use Bluetooth keyboards, gamepads and some other devices that uses
Bluetooth. There is also a specially developed hand-held device called a clicker that can be
used for scrolling and clicking in HoloLens applications [22].

6
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Property
Optics
Sensors

Processors
Memory
Weight
Battery life
Connectivity

Definition
See-through holographic lenses
1 IMU
4 environment understanding cameras
1 depth camera
1 2MP photo/HD video camera
4 microphones
1 ambient light sensor
Intel 32 bit processor
Custom-built Microsoft Holographic processor
64GB Flash
2GB RAM
579 g
2-3 hours of active use
Up to 2 weeks standby
Wifi 802.11ac
Bluetooth 4.1 LE
MicroUSB 2.0

Table 2.1: Hardware specifications of Microsoft HoloLens[18].

(a) Displays

(b) Sensors

Figure 2.2: HoloLens hardware details. a) The see-through displays [23]. b) The positions of
the sensors [24]. The depth camera is located at the center, above the main camera. The two
environment understanding cameras are placed one each at the left and right of the center
camera.

2.2.2

Optics

HoloLens uses a variant of optical see-through display technology called waveguides with
surface relief gratings (see fig 2.2a) [21]. This is different from some see-through optics technologies where an image of the virtual content is projected onto a semi-transparent mirror
and reflected into the user’s eyes while the background is also visible. Instead, the image
is transferred into the waveguides and transmitted through them by total internal reflection,
where the grates bend the transmitted light so that it exits the waveguides towards the users
eyes at the intended position [25]–[27].
The maximum supported resolution for HoloLens applications is 720p (1268x720 pixels)
[28]. The technical documentation suggests that applications show graphics at 60 frames per
second for an optimal user experience [29]. Microsoft provides values for two optical properties they have named the holographic resolution and holographic density, which are 2.3
million total light points and 2.5 thousand light points per radian, respectively. An explanation of the relations between common resolution, holographic resolution, and holographic
density could not be found in the official documentation. Other sources explained that common resolution and holographic resolution and density are different measurements that both
relate to the quality of the holograms [30]. Higher holographic density is said to lead to
7
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brighter and sharper holograms [31]. The exact reason why conventional resolution is not a
good measurement could not be found by the thesis author.

2.2.3

Spatial mapping

Microsoft HoloLens has the capability to create a 3D-model of the surrounding space, a process Microsoft calls spatial mapping [32]. A visualization of the spatial map with the polygons
highlighted can be seen in fig 2.3. The spatial map is used to guide where to place virtual elements so that they seem to interact with the real environment, e.g. a virtual apple placed on
a table or a virtual ball bouncing against a wall. This also permits the virtual content to be occluded by real objects, e.g. virtual content can be hidden behind real objects. The spatial map
can be saved for later use on the same HoloLens device or shared with others. When using
the spatial mapping functionality in a 3D HoloLens app, the map is updated continuously as
more sensor data is received to create a more detailed and updated model of the surrounding
environment.

Figure 2.3: Screenshots of visualization of the spatial map created by HoloLens. The application used for the spatial map experiments described in section 3.5.2 were used when taking
these pictures. Different distances are indicated by different colors in the mesh.

2.2.4

Spatial persistence

Virtual objects in a HoloLens app are able to retain their position in space between application
sessions [32]. A hologram that is positioned on a chair will have that position the next time the
application is launched. The Holographic API provides the ability to create a spatial anchor,
a point in space that virtual content can be positioned in relation to. Spatial anchors can be
saved to the HoloLens secondary memory and retrieved the next time the app is started. The
caveat is that the system must be able to recognize the surroundings, which mean that there
are limits to how much the environment can change for this to work. No documentation on
the exact method used by the HoloLens to determine the position of a spatial anchor from the
available sensor data could be found.
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2.2.5

Methods for input and output

The modes used for input and output on Microsoft HoloLens differ in some aspects when
compared to a laptop, a mobile phone or a tablet.
Gaze tracking
A form of input that is used to target objects in HoloLens is gaze tracking [33] (not to be
confused with the augmented reality term tracking explained earlier in this chapter). This
corresponds to using a computer mouse to be able to target different objects in a computer
system with a graphical user interface. The gaze determines where the user is looking at the
world by registering the position and orientation of the user’s head. It is the position of the
head and not the direction of the eyes that determines where the gaze is aimed, which means
that to move the gaze the user has to move his or her head.
Gesture input
HoloLens has built in support to recognize a number of hand gestures that can be used for
user input [34]. HoloLens can determine the position and some characteristics of the right and
the left hand of the user while it is positioned in an area in front of the HoloLens. These basic
gestures that HoloLens can recognize permit the user to, among other things, click, hold and
scroll in a 2D application, and move or activate some part of a hologram. Combined with the
gaze tracking, gestures can be used to interact with holograms and 2D-applications in ways
that in some aspects are consistent with how a user would interact with conventional device,
such as a tablet or mobile with touchscreen. Developers can also use the ability to detect the
position and characteristics of the hand and the basic gestures to combine into custom modes
of interaction with an app.
Voice input
Another form of user input is by using voice commands [35]. Detection of some standard
phrases are implemented in the system, such as "select", which can be used instead of airtapping or using the clicker. It is also possible to make selections by speaking the text displayed on buttons and menus. Many of the features of the Windows 10 digital assistant
Cortana are also available for HoloLens [36].
There is extensive support for using custom voice commands when developing applications for HoloLens. Creating custom voice commands can be implemented as simply as by
providing a string of the new command to an element of the HoloLens API that recognizes
keywords [37]. Only English pronunciation of voice commands is supported so far.
Spatial sound
In addition to visual output, Hololens features the ability to play spatial sound from holographic content. Spatial sound is the mechanism of playing sound in a way that simulates
the sound coming from different locations in space [38].

2.2.6

Operating system and holographic shell

Microsoft HoloLens runs Windows 10 as operating system, with almost all functionality
available as on laptops and desktops running Windows 10. The holographic shell is the name
for what can be seen as the HoloLens alternative to the desktop when running Windows 10
on a conventional computer, i.e. the starting point from which applications can be started and
where application windows can be placed. Apps based on the Universal Windows Platform
(UWP) [39] that are executed on HoloLens are placed as 2D windows along physical walls or
objects in the holographic shell. When starting a third party 3D application, the surrounding
9
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virtual space is taken over by the content of that application and the content placed in the
holographic shell is not visible.

2.2.7

Developing software for HoloLens

Developing software can be divided into two separate fields, developing 2D-applications
without holographic content and developing 3D-applications with holographic content [40].
2D-applications are developed on the Universal Windows Platform (UWP) that permits the
application to be run on Windows mobile phones, Windows tablets and laptops and desktops that run Windows 10. The development can be done in many different languages, e.g.
C#, C++, or javascript. Since this thesis concerns holographic applications, this subject of
developing 2D applications will not be further expanded on.
Holographic development
Microsoft has developed their own Holographic API that third party developers are free to
use. Development of applications using the Holographic API can be done with the Unity
game engine [41] or by using DirectX directly. Unity is a development tool for developing
2D- or 3D-games and other applications with 2D and 3D graphical content.
To simplify the process of learning to develop for HoloLens with the Holographic API,
Microsoft has published several tutorials explaining different crucial concepts to guide beginner developers on various aspects of development of holographic applications [42]. Microsoft
has also released the open source projects HoloToolkit [43] and HoloToolkit Unity [44] that
are collections of scripts, prefabricated Unity components and other resources to help with
development of HoloLens applications.

2.3

Issues of augmented reality and different light conditions

There are various known ways that different light conditions may affect the augmented reality experience.
The modelling of the 3D space by HoloLens is accomplished by a combination of Time-offlight IR cameras and visible light cameras. Time-of-flight IR cameras must handle the noise
from ambient light containing light of the same wavelengths as that being used by the system
[15].
Microsoft states that HoloLens may encounter problems with tracking in dark environments, but does not go into any detail on the light levels where those problems may arise
[7].
The display technology used in the AR system will also affect how the user experiences
the virtual content in different light conditions [8]. One benefit that video-based augmented
reality displays have over optical see-through displays is that image processing can be performed on the captured video of the real environment. This means that there are more options
of handling issues of inconsistent lighting between the real world and virtual elements when
using video-based displays than when using optical see-through. Optical see-through displays are limited by the fact that they can not manipulate the image of the real world, and the
maximum light intensity of the virtual content must compete with the light in the surrounding environment. Color saturation is diminished in the presence of too much light in the
surrounding real environment [25]. Microsoft recommends that applications are tested in the
environments in which they will be used to ensure that visibility and color are experienced
as intended [45].
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2.4

Measuring light conditions

When looking at use of an AR system outside of an office environment in various industrial
environments, light conditions can be expected to vary considerably. Ideally, an AR-system
for industrial use should work as intended in light conditions ranging from dim lighting or
darkness, to bright sunshine.
The metric that was used to quantify light conditions is illuminance. Illuminance is a
measurement of how much light is falling onto a surface. The light can come from either
artificial or natural sources, such as overhead light fixtures and daylight through a window.
The SI derived units - e.g. derived from units of measurement defined by the International
System of Units [46] - to measure illuminance is lux or lumens per square metre [47].
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3

Implementation of software

This chapter will present the software created for this thesis. A larger prototype application
was developed as a simple implementation of the proposed scenario, to help determine how
the experiments would be designed and to then be used in some of those experiments. Two
small additional applications were also developed, since separating functionality into several
applications instead of integrating it all into the larger prototype would simplify the design
of the experiments.

3.1

Prototype specification

The aim of the prototype was to implement a simple demo that showcases some fundamental
concepts of developing holographic applications for HoloLens and as far as possible implement the proposed scenario. The nature of what the prototype should implement was decided through discussion of the scenario described in the introduction with the external supervisor. Through those discussions, a small set of characteristics that the prototype should
fulfill was determined:
• The application is a 3D augmented reality application
• It must be possible to display information particular to an object or location in the real
environment
• The information must be reachable through augmented reality interaction, such as looking at an object
• The point in space that relates to a specific set of information must be persistent, i.e. the
application must remember between executions the location in space that is connected
to reaching information about a specific object

3.2

Development platform and frameworks

The prototype was developed using the game engine Unity version 5.5.2p1 Personal and Visual Studio Community 2015 Version 14.0.25431.01, with scripts written in C#. The choice was
mainly made due to this setup being recommended by Microsoft. Unity has a user friendly
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graphical user interface and extensive support through official and unofficial channels, which
makes it easier as a beginner to get started with developing holographic applications than any
other alternatives.
Microsoft provided HoloToolKit and HoloToolKit-Unity [44] (later renamed MixedRealityToolkit [43] and MixedRealityToolkit-Unity), two open source projects that contain resources that can be used by HoloLens developers. HoloToolKit-Unity was of main interest
since the prototype was developed using Unity. The resources it contains are scripts, shaders,
materials and prefabricated Unity components as well as complete examples of various functionalities. The resources were used for the development of the prototype in various ways, in
some cases the resources could be used as they were, in other cases used in modified form or
used to learn how the system works. Several tutorials provided by Microsoft were also used
as learning tools, and some components from the code examples were used in modified or
unmodified form [42].

(a) Overview

(b) Dragging icon

(c) Information flags

(d) Icons occluded

Figure 3.1: Screenshots from the implemented prototype.

3.3

Design choices

There were several choices to be made: how would the user interact with the application to
retrieve the desired information, and how should the information be presented to the user?
How the user would choose what information they are interested in can roughly be divided into two modes: either there is a virtual object that exists to provide a target for interaction, or the information is retrieved by looking at the real object of interest without an
obvious virtual object for interaction.
The former alternative was chosen, since it was simpler and would provide the virtual
content suitable for use in the light condition experiments. It was decided that a simple
three-dimensional sphere would function as that interaction object (see fig 3.1). From here
on, such spheres are named icons.
The other choice was how to present the information. Either the information could be presented next to the real object or the icon, or it could be presented as headlocked information
that follows the users view. The first alternative was chosen since Microsoft design guidelines
recommends not using headlocked content for HoloLens applications, as well as being more
suitable for use in the upcoming experiments.
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The application was designed to have two modes of operation, an editing mode where
icons can be created and placed at the desired position in space, and a mode where the user
retrieves information from the icons by looking at them.
An interaction is made up of two parts, how to focus on the object to interact with, and
then choosing how to interact with it. Gaze, i.e. a marker directed by the user’s head movement, was chosen to direct focus. It is the choice recommended by Microsoft. To move an
icon to its desired position in space, the choice was made to use the gaze to focus on the icon,
and then move it by making a holding gesture (see fig 3.1b). An alternative method for moving an icon was also available, where after having selected the icon to be moved by using an
air tap hand gesture the icon’s position would be directed by where the user’s gaze hits the
spatial map. After a brief test that alternative was discarded, since icons would not necessarily be positioned near a real object and since it made it hard to make small and accurate
adjustments in position.

3.4

Implementation

A Unity project generally consists of a set of basic components, a light source, a camera,
managers that handle events, and 2D or 3D graphical elements that will be rendered in the
application view. All components can have scripts and various other elements connected
to them that decide their behavior, such as scripts handling what happens when an object
comes into focus or is selected. Fig 3.2 shows the hierarchy of project components for the
prototype and an example of the various scripts and other elements that can be connected
to a component, in this case to the component SphereIcon. As the figure shows, this project
consists of many components with connected elements, too many to cover in this report. Only
the main components that are specific to development of HoloLens applications and to this
prototype will be covered. Documentation on development of general Unity applications is
available on the official Unity website [41].

(a) Project hierarchy.
(b) Elements connected to component SphereIcon.

Figure 3.2: Hierarchy of project components (a) and example of scripts and other elements
connected to a component (b).
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3.4.1

Interaction

The GazeManager script avaliable in the HoloToolKit [44] manages all that is related to the
gaze, such as determining where it hits and which virtual object the gaze is aimed at. It is
a standard component in many HoloLens applications and could be used without modification.
The ability to drag an object by performing a holding gesture is handled by a script based
on the HandDraggable script available in the HoloToolkit. Some alterations and additions
were made to handle how the object behaves when dragged. Handling of spatial anchors
and interaction of the dragged objects with the mesh created by spatial mapping of the surrounding environment were also implemented.
The ability to use voice commands can be implemented by using standard components
from the HoloToolkit, and was added to the prototype to facilitate application interaction
during experiments.

3.4.2

Spatial persistence

When the icons are positioned in space they must retain that position even between application sessions and when the HoloLens has been powered off and turned on again, regardless
of the time that has passed between these events. For HoloLens, this is achieved by attaching
world anchors to some or all virtual objects, defining the objects’ spatial coordinates in relation to those world anchors and storing them in the world anchor store. This was done by
implementing a world anchor store that stores the world anchors locally on the device with
simple strings as identifiers. World anchors can then be retrieved and used to give virtual
objects the position in space which they had when the application was closed.
The WorldAnchorManager script available in the HoloToolkit was used largely without
modification. Examples of usage of the world anchors was found in various examples in the
Holographic Academy code tutorials and on developer forums online.

3.4.3

Spatial mapping

Mapping of the physical objects in the surround environment was needed since the icons
should not be possible to place inside of physical objects. This functionality was avaliable in
the HoloToolkit as scripts. Rudimentary collision handling was implemented using raycasting against the retrieved spatial map. Raycasting is the act of shooting, or casting, an invisible
ray from a point of origin in a determined direction to detect if that ray intersects with another virtual object. In this case this was used to determine if collision with the spatial map
had occurred in the direction of movement when dragging an object. The use of raycasting
in collision detection is a tried technique in Unity development, and examples of use were
found in both Unity documentation and in the Holographic Academy tutorials [48].
Occlusion is the concept of rendering virtual objects so that they are seemingly hidden
behind physical objects, as can be seen in fig 3.1d. This is optional, but was chosen to further
encourage the illusion that the virtual icons were real objects. This was implemented using
components from the HoloToolkit, with guidance from various examples in the Academy
tutorials.

3.4.4

Information presentation

The information was decided to be presented as text in panes that pop up adjacent to the icons
(see figs 3.1c, 3.1d). This was decided mainly because of its relative simplicity to implement
and its suitability for the upcoming light condition experiments. This functionality could be
created after having consulted the Unity documentation.
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Additional applications

Two small applications were created to facilitate performing experiments, instead of extending the prototype further.

3.5.1

Spatial map viewer

This small holographic application was created in Unity with the only purpose of showing
the spatial map created by HoloLens.
The application was based on the example from a tutorial on holographic programming
issued by Microsoft [49]. The only components used in the Unity project were a main camera,
a directional light and a spatial mapping asset. The spatial mapping asset creates a spatial
map, and visualizes it by highlighting the spatial map mesh with colors that depend on the
distance from the camera to the created mesh (see fig 2.3).

3.5.2

Visibility check

The application written for the visibility experiment was written in C# as a Universal Windows Platform app. It consists of an application window with a word written in different
color combinations, as can be seen in fig 3.3. The word is randomly selected from a list of 27
words of approximately the same length. By pressing a button a new word is displayed, until
five words have been displayed and the test is over.
The colors were chosen to give many possible combinations of colors that were either
common in software color schemes, such as white and dark backgrounds with white or dark
text, and high visibility colors such as red and blue. The light gray was used since it is recommended by Microsoft to be used instead of white, as white can be seen as too bright or intense
[45]. The white was chosen to test the maximum brightness. The dark slate gray was chosen
as a dark background, since solid black will be transparent in HoloLens applications [45].
The more unusual color combinations, such as red background and blue text, was chosen to
also test if color that conventionally wouldn’t be used in software used on non see-through
displays would be useful for HoloLens see-through display.
Color name
White
Light gray
Dark slate gray
Red
Blue

ARGB value
#FFFFFFFF
#FFEBEBEB
#FF2F4F4F
#FFFF0000
#FF0000FF

Table 3.1: Colors used in visibility application, with their corresponding ARGB hexadecimal
values.

Figure 3.3: Screenshot of application written for the visibility experiments.
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4

Experimental work

This chapter presents the different experiments made, using the prototype application and
the two additional applications that were developed for this thesis.

4.1

Properties to investigate

The following aspects of the functionality of the Microsoft HoloLens system that could be
affected by different light conditions were determined during the development of the prototype:
• the ability to create a spatial map that is as accurate as that created in favorable conditions
• the system recognizing gestures
• holograms maintaining spatial persistence
• holograms staying stationary
• the visibility of virtual content

4.2

Experiments

It was decided that the experiments would be designed to investigate the differences in application behavior in environments with different static levels of light, after the system had
stabilized to the current light level. Such experiments would be relatively easy to design and
evaluate, and that would be a natural starting point to investigation in this topic. A follow-up
on that could have been to investigate how the system behave during dynamic variations of
the light level, for example how the system would behave when going from indoor lighting
to daylight outside, if time would have permitted.

4.2.1

Spatial mapping

No suitable methods for evaluating the quality of the spatial map using quantitative measurements could be found. Therefore, an experiment was designed where the spatial map
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of a set of physical objects created under different static levels of ambient light would be
observed and qualitatively compared to the spatial map created of the same set of objects
during reference lighting conditions. The spatial mapping application which only reveals the
created spatial mesh was used for this experiment.
How well the spatial map correlated to the physical objects was observed first in light conditions that corresponds to normal office lighting conditions, with light coming both from artificial light sources as well as daylight through windows. This reference was chosen to be the
normal light conditions during daytime in the offices where the author was working, which
was within the recommended limits for lighting of an office as stated by Arbetsmiljöverket
[50]. "Normal" in this context would perhaps better be seen as "not extreme", as what is normal office lighting is somewhat subjective and could vary with season and time of day. The
light levels were then regulated in steps to lower and higher levels. The experiment was also
performed outdoors in natural daylight.
Two cardboard boxes with the dimensions 30 x 30 x 10 cm and 32 x 10 x 10 cm were placed
on the floor against a wall in a room with no windows or on the ground on a patio outside.
The height of the HoloLens was 110 cm above the floor and 150 cm from the wall where the
boxes where placed. The application was started, the user (the author) took one step to the
right, one step to the left while still looking at the boxes, and then waited 10 s before the
quality of the spatial map was noted. One of the boxes was then moved approximately 10 cm
towards the other box before repeating the above procedure before again noting the shape of
the resulting spatial map. The position of the boxes for both configurations was marked on
a large piece of paper to be able to replicate the pattern for all the measured light levels. The
reason for moving the box was to force the spatial map to change according to the change in
the real environment, to make sure that the system did not depend on old data in the case that
the light conditions were too poor to register new data. It was noted if the spatial map was
noticeably less accurate compared to the spatial map created under normal office lighting
conditions, or if it could not be at all created by the system.
The light level of the room was controlled using artificial light sources from the ceiling
lamps or a dimmable floor lamp for the experiments performed indoors, and for the experiments outdoors during daytime the natural light from the sun was registered. The illuminance was measured at the cardboard box using the Physics Toolbox Light Meter luxmeter
app [51] running on a Sony Z5 Compact smartphone [52]. Two measurements of the illuminance was made for each light level, one at the corner of one of the boxes with the sensor
aimed in the direction of the incoming light and one 0.85 cm above the floor at 1 m from the
back edge of the boxes. The latter measurement was an attempt at following the method for
measuring the ambient light level in an office as defined by Arbetsmiljöverket, which defines
it as the mean value of the light measured at 0.85 m above the floor in a room [50].

4.2.2

Behaviour of holograms and hand gestures

To evaluate the behaviour of holograms and recognition of hand gestures a similar setup as
above was used when running the prototype application.
The application was started and two icons were created and placed at positions close to a
wall, at approximately 130 cm height from the floor. The positions of the icons were outlined
with a marker on a large piece of paper fixed to the wall behind the holograms to be able to
recreate the positions. One of the icons was moved to a new position using a dragging hand
gesture. The new position was also outlined on the paper on the wall.
What was noted at each light level was if the holograms remained positioned correctly
and if they were stationary without trembling or moving. At each light level, the application
was closed and reopened. Any deviation from expected behaviour was noted when dragging the icon to the second position using the holding hand gesture. Any deviation from
expected behaviour in the recognition and use of hand gestures was also noted. The icons
were observed from a height of 160 cm above the floor and 150 cm from the wall.
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4.2.3

Visibility of virtual content

(a) Setup A

(b) Setup B

(c) Setup C

Figure 4.1: Views of the different setups of the visibility experiments.
The visibility of virtual content was evaluated by performing a small user survey with
three participants. The virtual application window, showing five randomly selected words
shown in different color combinations, was positioned 1.5 m from the participant with the upper edge of the application window at 1.6 m height. The size of the virtual text corresponded
to 2 cm in height for an uppercase letter "C" where the virtual text was positioned.
The participant was asked to read the word. It was noted if it was correct or not by live
streaming the HoloLens camera to a browser where the visibility of holographic content is
better than when wearing the HoloLens. The participants were asked which color combination/combinations they thought were most legible, which combination/combinations they
thought had poor or bad legibility, and if they had other comments on the experience in
terms of visibility and legibility.
This procedure was performed with three different light condition setups for all three
participants (see fig 4.1). Setup A: in an office during daytime, with the application window
placed against a white wall. Setup B: in an office with the application window placed against
a window overlooking forest, buildings and sky. Setup C: outside on the balcony of the
building, with the application placed in front of the participant, with buildings and sky as
background.
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Results

This chapter presents the results of the performed experiments.

5.1

Illuminance measurements

The results from the illuminance measurements performed using the Physics Toolbox Light
Meter luxmeter app are presented as intervals, due to fluctuations of the resulting values
when performing the measurements. The biggest cause seemed to be small changes in tilt of
the smartphone in relation to the direction of the light. Outdoors the values fluctuated considerably more due to changing light levels caused by clouds passing the sun on a windy day.
The values for the outdoors measurements also fluctuated more due to the fact that the light
levels were higher and thus small changes in tilt resulted in large differences in measured
light. Indoors the values where more consistent but lower. Because of these differences, the
intervals are of different size for the different light levels.

5.2

Spatial mapping

The results from the experiments that determine the quality of the created spatial map are
presented in table 5.1 and fig 5.1. Since no spatial map was created by the system at the
lowest measured light level, no images are presented for that measurement.
The spatial map was redrawn about once a second. The spatial map in the images presented in fig 5.1 did not differ to any large extent from how the spatial map fluctuated at the
time the picture was taken.
The highest value for illuminance that was detected in the experiments was 30’000 lux.
This seems to be the limit for the sensor in the camera.
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Setup
name
Ref
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Max light
near boxes(lx)
570-590*
30000
22200-24100
34-40
5-10
2-3
0
0

Ambient
light(lx)
580-600*
14500-16200
19300-21200
72-85
16-27
1-3
1-2
0-1

Spatial map
quality
Point of reference*
No significant change
No significant change
No significant change
No significant change
No significant change
No significant change
Could not be created

Table 5.1: Results of experiments observing the created spatial map during different light
conditions. Max light near boxes: the value of the illuminance measured at one of the boxes,
with the sensor facing the direction of the incoming light. Ambient light: the light at 0.85
m from the floor, 1 m in front of the boxes, with the sensor facing straight up. *) indicates
normal office light conditions, used as a point of reference.
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(a) Reference setup, first arrangement

(b) Reference setup, second arrangement

Figure 5.1: Images from experiments observing the created spatial map during different light
conditions. See table 5.1 for the measured light levels for each setup.
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(c) Setup A, first arrangement

(d) Setup A, second arrangement

Figure 5.1: Images from experiments observing the created spatial map during different light
conditions, continued.
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(e) Setup B, first arrangement

(f) Setup B, second arrangement

Figure 5.1: Images from experiments observing the created spatial map during different light
conditions, continued.
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(g) Setup C, first arrangement

(h) Setup C, second arrangement

Figure 5.1: Images from experiments observing the created spatial map during different light
conditions, continued.
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(i) Setup D, first arrangement

(j) Setup D, second arrangement

Figure 5.1: Images from experiments observing the created spatial map during different light
conditions, continued.
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(k) Setup E, first arrangement

(l) Setup E, second arrangement

Figure 5.1: Images from experiments observing the created spatial map during different light
conditions, continued.
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(m) Setup F, first arrangement

(n) Setup F, second arrangement

Figure 5.1: Images from experiments observing the created spatial map during different light
conditions, continued.
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5.3

Behavior of holograms and hand gestures

The results from the experiments that investigated how hologram behavior and recognition
of hand gestures by the system were affected by different light levels are presented in tab 5.2.
No apparent change in behavior was observed except for the darkest experiment setup
when the HoloLens system paused the application showing an error message about not being
able to create the spatial map.
Max light
near icons(lx)
580-610*
30’000
22200-24100
34-40
5-10
2-3
0
0

Ambient
light(lx)
590-610*
14500-16200
19300-21200
72-85
16-27
1-3
1-2
0-1

Holds
position
Yes*
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
-

Does not
jitter
Yes*
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
-

Dragging
works
Yes*
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
-

Gestures
recognized
Yes*
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
-

Table 5.2: Results of functionality experiments of the prototype during different light conditions. *) indicates normal office light conditions, used as a point of reference.

5.4

Visibility of virtual content

Results from the experiments investigating the effect of different light conditions on visibility
of virtual content can be seen in tab 5.3. When several combinations are listed as clearest or
most unclear combination, the participant could not decide which of them were significantly
more or less clear than the other.
Other than the answers to the specific questions posed, a number of remarks from the
participants were noted. When the virtual text was placed on the test setups B and C (see
section 4.2.3), i.e. with buildings and sky as the physical background as opposed to a white
wall, all participants remarked that the dark gray virtual background made it hard or almost impossible to see the text, especially in setup C with the highest level of surrounding
light. One participant noted that text on a dark gray virtual background drowns in the real
background, especially if that real background is messy. Messy in this context is interpreted
as containing many high contrast and detailed objects, which in this case were light colored
buildings, dark asphalt, green trees and sky. One participant remarked that the sky and the
light colored building made it hard or very hard to see the virtual content, especially with the
dark gray application background. Two of the participants noted that the red background
also made it hard or uncomfortable to view the text in setups B and C.
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570-600

580-610

100

B

2900-3300

590-620

100

C

22500-24500

2300-2700

100

A

580-600

590-610

100

B

3400-3900

580-610

100

C

22400-25000

1800-2000

100

A

580-600

580-610

100

B

3500-3900

680-710

100

C

19700-22000

2300-2700

100

B: dark gray +
T: white, red
B: white +
T: all
B: white +
T: all,
B: light gray +
T: all
B: white +
T: all
B: white +
T: all

B: white +
T: all,
B: light gray +
T: all
B: red +
T: blue,
B: white +
T: all
B: white + T: all

B: white +
T: all,
B: light gray +
T: all

Unclear
color combination(s)

A

Clear color
combination(s)

Correct
words(%)

3

Incident light
towards virtual
content(lx)

2

Backlight
(lx)

1

Test
setup

Participant

5.4. Visibility of virtual content

none
B: dark gray +
T: all
B: dark gray +
T: all,
B: red +
T: all
B: red +
T:all
B: dark gray +
T: all,
B: red +
T: all
B: dark gray +
T: all,
B: red +
T: all
B: dark gray +
T: red, white

B: dark gray +
T: blue,green,
B: red +
T: blue,green
B: red +
T: all,
B: dark gray +
T: all

Table 5.3: Results of experiments on virtual content visibility during different light conditions. B is short for application background, T is short for text. "B: dark gray + T: white, red"
would mean both the color combinations dark gray background and white text, and dark
gray background and red text.
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6

Analysis and discussion

This chapter covers the validity of the methods and how to interpret the results, as well as
other observations and propositions on how to continue the work.

6.1

Experimental method

There are several aspects of the experimental methods used that can affect how the results
are to be interpreted.
The measurements of illuminance were made by using an app on a smartphone. Tests
on how well apps on smartphones compare to professional light meters in terms of accuracy
have shown that they are not very reliable [53]. Due to the lack of access to a professional light
meter, an app for a smartphone was the best option available. The app used was chosen since
it had instructions on what it was intended to measure and how to perform measurements,
something many apps lacked. The exact deviation or margin or error for the used app is not
known. Nevertheless, the measurements followed the change in light conditions, i.e. turning
down the light always resulted in a lower illuminance value, and vice versa. Due to the
uncertain accuracy of the light meter app, the exact values for illuminance should be seen as
rough approximations. They were also used as a tool to be able to make different experiments
under roughly the same light conditions, to be able to make internal comparisons if needed.
A study of the available literature did not result in finding an existing suitable method of
how to study the quality of a spatial map. The method used was therefore designed by the
thesis author. Since the quality of the spatial map was evaluated by only one person by subjectively evaluating if the quality had changed, the results were filtered through the author’s
biases and preconceived notions. These factors can affect the reliability and replicability of
the results. The experiments were also limited in scope. Spatial maps of larger scenes where
real objects were moved around more would maybe have revealed differences in spatial map
quality that were not revealed in the performed experiments. Experiments measuring the
time taken for the spatial map to be corrected after changes in the real environment could
have given interesting information.
As mentioned in the experimental work chapter, the next step could have been experiments on application behavior during a change in light. Differences in application behavior
might be so small that they could not be detected in the experiments performed for this thesis,
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but may have been more noticeable when making continuous observation during dynamic
changes in light.
One aspect that was considered was if specifics of how the prototype is implemented
may have affected the performance of the prototype, and by extension also the experiments.
An example could have been if poorly optimized code took a larger part of available CPU
or memory than necessary, resulting in poor behaviour due to limited resources instead of
due to the light conditions. Since the results of the experiments were not unexpected after
having used applications developed by Microsoft or third party developers and were mostly
positive, implementation details are not thought to have adversely affected the experiments
to any substantial degree.
The environments for the visibility tests were chosen as suitable from the experiences of
the author from using the HoloLens system, but a number of other situations could have
been chosen. The colors of the visibility test app were chosen for several reasons. White
background and dark gray, blue or green text or dark gray background and white text were
chosen as being representative for common software color schemes. The light gray background was chosen due to Microsoft recommending it as substitute for white, as white can
be seen as too intense [45]. The red background was chosen as a representative of a color
that stands out from the colors in the surrounding environments, and that draws the eye.
The other combinations, such as dark gray background and red text, or red background and
blue text, were used to test the effect on unconventional color combinations. The experiments
could also have been performed in more extreme conditions, such as brighter daylight or in
environments with more reflective or detailed background.
The aim of the visibility tests was to test the overall difference in perceived visibility in
different light conditions, and if the color combinations that worked best or worst would
change between different experiment setups. No tests of visibility in poor light conditions
were made, as it was deemed obvious that virtual content shown by using its own light
source will be more visible than objects or text that does not have their own light source. The
number of participants in the visibility test was very limited. This was in part due to the fact
that the tests ideally had to be made in similar light conditions which were changing with the
weather, and limitation in how much time was available for the author and the participants.
Due to the small sample size, the results are preferably seen as suggestions of possible issues
with visibility of virtual content in different light conditions.

6.2

Results

This topic discusses how the results should be interpreted and what they indicate.

6.2.1

Spatial map and hologram behaviour

The quality of the created spatial maps by the HoloLens system did not seem to be affected to
any large degree by strong sunshine and limited light levels, until the light levels were very
poor. Even in the poorest light conditions where the HoloLens system could create a spatial
map, the difference in quality of the spatial map was so small or non-existent as to not being
noticed in this experiment.
What the results do indicate is that no large differences in the registered spatial map could
be seen for small scenes. They also show that the spatial map can be created even in light
conditions that are much too dark for most activities without using an additional light source,
such as trying to read text in a book or on a printed sign. It is shown that there is a limit on
how dark the environments can be for the system to work, i.e. it does in some aspect rely on
visible light. It is also shown that the system works in very bright light without seeming to
be affected by light noise.
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6.2.2

Visibility

The visibility experiments were conducted specifically to investigate if higher levels of ambient light or backlight would affect how visible virtual content was perceived.
The experiments were very limited, with a small set of participants, but some conclusions
can still be made from those results. Not all participants agreed on what color combinations
were most clear in normal office conditions without backlight. All participants agreed that
white was the best background in conditions with bright ambient light. All participants remarked that the background had a large impact on the visibility of the virtual content when
in conditions of strong light and backlight, especially when the virtual background was relatively dark.
The experiences from the participants in that experiment suggests that light, bright and
messy backgrounds could become a problem when viewing virtual content with HoloLens,
and that care would have to be taken when designing holographic applications for a user
experience that would be acceptable outside of optimal conditions.
Something that was not investigated is how the holograms would be perceived in poor
lighting conditions. It is obvious that virtual content will be more visible since it provides its
own light source. Microsoft recommends not to use completely white as it can come off as
too intense, but in this case it was perceived as the best against a strongly lit or heterogeneous
background. This can indicate that different color schemes will be necessary for apps that are
intended to be used in conditions with large disparities in light levels. Preferably the light
sensor on the HoloLens could be used to automatically adjust the color scheme. To change
color schemes depending on light levels to provide a pleasant user experience would be a task
for the app developer, but due to the hardware limitations of the see-through displays some
environments would probably pose problems that would be hard to solve merely through
application design.

6.2.3

Other observations

When using HoloLens during development of the app, and when testing other functionality
with existing apps and holograms, some additional observations were made.
Holograms and other virtual objects that are supposed to remain stationary can sometimes change position by a significant amount, either by moving small distances, changing
orientation, or sometimes seeming to have disappeared altogether but then being discovered in another room or halfway through a wall. The cause for this was not always evident.
Sometimes, it seems that this happens if there is a large change in the environment where the
hologram is placed, such as moving some larger object. This can also happen if a hologram
is placed before the HoloLens has had time to map the environment properly, and as the spatial map undergoes a significant change the hologram is displaced. When using applications
with holograms that were supposed to be spatially persistent for several hours per day, these
disruptions were observed on a daily basis on several occasions.
It is very hard to see holograms that are not very bright, are relatively small, are very
detailed or contain many colours when outside in bright sunshine, especially against a white
or light background. This was partly covered by the visibility experiments. Experiences the
author had when viewing more complex virtual content made it evident that light conditions would affect such content even more than the high-contrast virtual content with large
monochromatic surfaces that was used in the visibility experiments.
No large effects on application behaviour were noticed when running the applications
in the presence of reflective surfaces, such as mirrors, polished tile, or glass windows. Due
to limited variance in the environments where the application was used, it can not be ruled
out that application behaviour can be affected by environments with other types or larger
quantities of reflective surfaces.
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Suitability for the given scenario

All of the determined criteria that the application had to fulfill were possible to implement
thanks to the hardware and software functionality of HoloLens, using the recommended development framework Unity 3D. By using Unity even a beginner in 3D application development could relatively easily produce a simple application for demonstration purposes, thanks
to the large and active community of Unity developers and the resources Microsoft provides
to get developers started in developing for Microsoft. If development of commercial applications was to be done, the age of the Unity framework and its relative popularity in mainly
game development means that there are experienced developers that could take on the task.
The prototypes developed and the experiments that were performed, show that the HoloLens
system is capable of creating an user experience that is both intuitive and impressive, if not
always reliable.
There are a number of disadvantages, where the disadvantage that seems the most detrimental to use in industrial setting is the relative instability of the spatial persistence of the
virtual content. The virtual content could not be relied upon to keep its position when using
the application for relatively short amounts of time, in environments that were not extreme
either in light conditions, size, or movement of objects and people. This would not be acceptable in applications aimed at industrial use.
Another disadvantage is that the visibility of the virtual content would be dependent
of not having bright light sources in the environment, and especially when being outdoors
where the weather conditions would have a large effect on the application experience. On the
other hand, HoloLens applications could mitigate poor visibility in relatively dark environments when compared to for example printed instructions, since its virtual content provides
its own light.
Another question is how to develop the applications for use in different environments by
different users. In the prototype, a very limited use was demonstrated where the icons could
be created by the user and placed in the surrounding environment. Those icons were then
used as points for interaction to show panels of simple text. It would have to be possible
to share spatial anchors and other information such as the text from the information panels
with other HoloLens devices, something that in some respects is already possible [54], [55].
But what if the application should have more advanced functionality, such as a sequence of
instructions where arrows or other symbols should point at different objects at certain times
in the sequence? That would demand that a lot of labor intensive configuration work would
have to be done on site to position all the virtual content correctly. If objects in the surrounding environment moved, the positions of the virtual content would have to be corrected. One
way of mitigating the problem of virtual content having to be repositioned when objects in
the environment moved, would be to use fiducial markers to calibrate the position of the virtual content, which in some ways seems to defeat the purpose of the marker-less system that
is marketed as an important feature of HoloLens.
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Conclusion

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate robustness of applications running on the
HoloLens system. To narrow the scope of the thesis, the effect on application behavior by
different levels of light in the surrounding environment was chosen as the subject for investigation.
In this thesis, a set of simple applications for HoloLens were developed and used in experiments to investigate two research questions: how is the performance of a holographic
application running on HoloLens affected by various light conditions, and can different light
conditions have a detrimental effect on the user experience of HoloLens holographic applications? Addressing the first question, the thesis demonstrated that light levels do affect the
ability of a HoloLens application to determine its surroundings only in very dark environments, to the point that the application became unusable, but that overall application behavior is not affected for light levels ranging from bright sunshine to very dim. Addressing the
second research question, it is shown that bright light equivalent to backlight from an open
window during daytime may interfere with visibility of virtual content.
During use of the prototype in development and use of other HoloLens applications, it
was observed that the applications would sometime lose track of the environment which
would lead to holograms floating, jittering, being displaced or seemingly disappear. This
could happen if major rearrangements of objects in the surrounding happened, but sometimes no apparent cause could be determined.
The conclusions from these results are that due to the effect of bright light on the visibility
of virtual content and the tendency for virtual content to lose their position during and between application execution, the system may not be reliable enough for use in industry in its
current form.
Future work on this topic should primarily be aimed at why the system loses track of
the surroundings which leads to displacement of virtual content, and what could be done to
mitigate that problem. Another direction of inquiry would be to investigate how to design
virtual content in terms of shape, contrast and color to best handle varying light conditions,
especially bright light.
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